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What if women had the power to electrocute at will?

A girl in the deep South overcomes her abuser.  A Nigerian 
man films a woman fighting back in a supermarket.  The 
daughter of an East London criminal watches as her mother 
is murdered. A Senator in New England struggles to protect 
her daughter. As this extraordinary and devastating new 
power sparks across the globe, the changing current 
of day-to-day life is documented through eyes of these 
four people as tensions built by centuries of imbalance 
threaten to engulf them all.

What if women had the Power?

Naomi Alderman’s first novel, Disobedience, was published 
in ten languages; it won the Orange Award for New Writers. 
Her second, The Lessons, was published by Penguin in April 
2010, and her third, The Liars’ Gospel, in 2012. All three 
books featured on the BBC’s Book at Bedtime.  In 2007, 
she was named The Sunday Times Young Writer of the Year 
and one of Waterstones’ 25 Writers for the Future. She was 
also one of Granta’s Best Young British Novelists in 2012.

Praise for The Liar’s Gospel:

‘A remarkable achievement.’ - The Observer

‘Written in a characteristically vivid and sensuous style ...  
a fluent and powerful writer.’ - The Sunday Times 

‘This is a very visceral novel, filled with historical detail, 
clamouring egos, fears, manipulations, the instinct for 
survival, disjuncts and mis-told tales.  Expect to be sucked 
in. Superb.’  - The Daily Mail

‘Ambitious, genius.’ -  Guardian

Naomi Alderman

The Power

Literary and Upmarket Fiction

UK: Penguin (Viking) – November 2016
UK Editor: Mary Mount
US Rights: DHA (VB)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Edited 
Manuscript due in December 2015

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan
Russian - Van Lear Agency
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An eerie and heartbreaking novel of loneliness, 
desperation and love

2

In the present, the ties of the past hold a woman to a decaying 
house as tightly as the house itself is held up and pulled down 
by the tangled roots of the surrounding sycamore trees.

On a searing hot day in the sixties at the local pool, a young man 
puts his hands on Jack’s head and heals his blinding headache 
and poor eyesight.  But it isn’t Jack that needs healing the most: 
it’s Netty, his wife.  Netty, with a secret lump in her armpit and 
agonising pains in her womb.

All the gouging of doctors has done nothing more for Netty 
than cause her more pain and humiliation.  In a leap of faith 
Jack and Netty take in Tim, the boy with the magic hands, as 
their lodger.  As Netty’s health worsens, Tim’s storytelling, strange 
powers and his effect on Jack and Netty are watched over by 
Annette, the silent daughter playing in the shadows of the past 
and the ghosts of the present.

A story of hope and despair, charity and kindness, mysteries, 
miracles and the mundane, this unsettling novel will slip under 
your skin and linger with you long after you’ve turned the final 
page.

Jenn Ashworth studied English at Newnham College, Cambridge 
and Creative Writing at the Centre for New Writing at the 
University of Manchester. Her first novel, A Kind of Intimacy was 
published in 2009 and won a 2010 Betty Trask Award. On the 
publication of her second novel, Cold Light, in 2011, she was 
featured on the BBC’s Culture Show as one of the UK’s 12 best 
new novelists. She lectures in Creative Writing at Lancaster 
University.

Praise for A Kind of Intimacy:

‘(It) evokes a damaged mind with the empathy and confidence 
of Ruth Rendell.’ - The Times

‘The beautiful, provocative prose and dangerous, 
quirky protagonist mark Ashworth as a writer to watch.’  
– Publishers Weekly (Pick of the Week, Starred Review)

UK: Hodder (Sceptre) - May 2016
UK Editor: Carole Welch
US Rights: DHA (AG)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - 200 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Copy-edited 
manuscript 

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Media Agency
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Jenn Ashworth

Fell

Literary and Upmarket Fiction

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CVPd8eokalM_u-T3pk2KSlQ5PEXcvS6VfqhToGzMqkE/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CVPd8eokalM_u-T3pk2KSlQ5PEXcvS6VfqhToGzMqkE/edit?usp=sharing


What happens when you invite a perfect stranger into your 
home? And that stranger just happens to be your sister? 

3

Dear Julian, This letter may come as a surprise to you. I am 
writing to tell you that I believe you are my father. My name is 
Eunice. I was born in Charing Cross Hospital in the unmarried 
mothers ward. 

Lizzy lives with her father, Julian, and her brother, Ig, in North 
London. Two years ago her mother died, leaving a family 
bereft by her absence and a house still filled with her things: for 
Margaret was lively, beautiful, fun, loving; she kept the family 
together. So Lizzy thinks. 

One day, Lizzy finds a letter from a stranger to her father, and 
discovers he has another child. Lizzy invites her sister, Eunice, into 
their world in an act of outraged defiance. Almost immediately, 
she realises her mistake.

As the pressure builds and Lizzy’s patience wears thin, it’s clear 
that there will be casualties; that when there is no moral code, 
no sense of proportion, someone will get hurt. In Lizzy, Sarah 
Duguid has invented a devastatingly brilliant narrator who 
entrances and shocks by turn.

Look at Me is a deft exploration of family, grief and the delicate 
balance between moving forward and not quite being able 
to leave someone behind. It is an acute portrayal of how 
familial upheaval can cause misunderstanding and madness, 
damaging those you love most.

A stunning debut for any fan of Zoe Heller or Emma Healey.

Sarah Duguid grew up on a farm in North Lincolnshire and was 
educated in Derbyshire and at Durham University where she 
read English Literature. After university, she lived and worked in 
New York and South Africa before returning to London where 
she now lives with her partner and their son. Look At Me is her 
first novel. She is currently working on a Masters in English at UCL 
as well as her second novel.

UK: Tinder Press - 25th February 2016
UK Editor: Imogen Taylor
US Rights: Grainne Fox (Fletcher & 
Company)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - 217 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Final Files

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Sarah Duguid

Look at Me

Literary and Upmarket Fiction
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A young servant girl desperate to learn. An ambitious 
philosopher in search of the truth

The Words in My Hand is the reimagined true story of Helena 
Jans, a Dutch maid in 17th-century Amsterdam, who works 
for Mr Sergeant the English bookseller. When a mysterious and 
reclusive lodger arrives – the Monsieur – Mr Sergeant insists 
everything must be just so. It transpires that the Monsieur is René 
Descartes.

This is very much Helena’s story, a young woman who yearns for 
knowledge, who wants to write so badly – she makes ink from 
beetroot and uses her body as paper– but is held back by her 
position in society.

Weaving together the story of Descartes’ quest for reason 
with Helena’s struggle for literacy, their worlds overlap as their 
feelings deepen; yet remain sharply divided.

For all Descartes’ learning it is Helena he seeks out as she reveals 
the surprise in the everyday world that surrounds him. When 
reputation is everything and with so much to lose, some truths 
must remain hidden. Helena and Descartes face a terrible 
tragedy and ultimately have to decide if their love is possible 
at all.

A deeply moving debut novel for readers of Jo Baker’s 
Longbourn, Nell Leyshon’s The Colour of Milk and Tracy 
Chevalier’s Girl with A Pearl Earring.

Guinevere Glasfurd moved south with her baby daughter in 
2001 and now lives on the edge of the Fens, near Cambridge. 
In 2014, she graduated with a Distinction from the MA Creative 
Writing, at Anglia Ruskin University. Her stories have appeared in 
Mslexia and The Scotsman, and in a collection published by the 
National Galleries of Scotland.

Praise for The Words In My Hand:

‘Seventeenth century Amsterstam sparkles into life in this 
delightful, playful and beautifully written debut about a maid 
with a yen for learning.  I loved it!’ - Rachel Hore, Sunday Times 
Best-selling author

‘Guinevere Glasfurd’s writing is fresh and elegant. I loved the 
subject and the way she brings Amsterdam in the 1600s into 
vivid believable life. A lovely book.’ - Dinah Jeffries, bestselling 
author of The Tea-Planter’s Wife

Guinevere Glasfurd

UK: John Murray (Two Roads) - 14th 
January 2016
UK Editor: Lisa Highton
US Rights: DHA (VB)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Rights Sold:
Dutch - Luitingh -Sijthoff
French - Livre de Poche (Préludes)
German - Ullstein Buchverlage
Spanish - Ediciones Siruela 

Additional Info:
Extent - 342 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  First page proofs

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg  
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori 
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Literary and Upmarket Fiction

The Words in My Hand
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1983 – and a child vanishes as she cycles home from school in 
rural Ireland. Later, her remains are found in shallow water at Inch 
Level – but her killer is never discovered. Another unspeakable, 
unsolved mystery. But Patrick Jackson knows who killed her. 
And now, as he lies dying in a hospice bed and looks back on 
his life now cut short, Patrick knows that he too has acquiesced 
silently in the crime: and he senses that this is one element in a 
long-established family pattern of guilt, secrecy and grief. 

For, as Patrick is bent beneath a weight of dreadful knowledge, 
so too is his beloved sister Margaret – and so has the happiness of 
his troubled mother Sarah been destroyed through knowledge 
of a trauma which took place decades previously.

Taking us from quiet suburb and shingled Irish seashore to the 
shabby bedsits of 1970s London and further back in time to 
an Ireland electrified and divided by the Second World War, 
Hegarty meshes together distant lives and demonstrates the 
power of the past and of silence to shape the destinies of future 
generations. 

Neil Hegarty was born in Derry, Northern Ireland and received 
his BA and PhD degrees in English from Trinity College Dublin. 
He’s published four non-fiction titles: The Secret History of our 
Streets (BBC Books, 2012); the bestselling Story of Ireland (BBC 
Books, 2011; with a US edition, 2012); Dublin: A View from the 
Ground (Piatkus, 2007); and Waking Up in Dublin (Sanctuary, 
2004). Most recently he has written the authorised biography of 
David Frost, That Was the Life That Was, for Random House.

Neil Hegarty

Inch Level

Literary and Upmarket Fiction

A portrait of loyalty and disloyalty, love and possible 
redemption that is by turns lyrical, tense and deeply moving

 

UK: Head of Zeus - 2016
UK Editor: Neil Belton
US Rights: DHA (VB)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Edited 
manuscript due early November

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency



Exciting new title from the author of the critically acclaimed 
debut novel Grace Williams Says it Loud – details to follow!

Emma Henderson grew up in London and lives there now. 
She spent several years working in France, before returning in 
2005 to focus on writing. She gained an MA, with distinction, in 
Creative Writing at Birkbeck in 2006, and was a finalist for the 
2007 Asham Award.

Her first novel, Grace Williams Says It Loud was shortlisted for the 
Orange Prize for Fiction, the Wellcome Trust Book Prize 2010, the 
Commonwealth Writers Prize in the Best First Book category, the 
Author’s Club First Novel Award and the Waverton Good Read 
Award. 

Praise for Grace Williams Says It Loud:

‘Startlingly assured, poetic and engaging’- Patrick McCabe

‘This dynamic first novel is reassuringly upbeat. Grace Williams is 
a character who makes herself heard.’ - Independent

‘The language is tricksy, the subject disturbing. But this 
book is energetic, passionate and not easily forgotten.’  
- The Sunday Times

‘The conceit is ingenious, and it works... This is a sensitive and 
generous book....exuberant and vivid. Grace’s story is a life, like 
and unlike any other; not a case.’ - The Guardian

‘A love story with a difference here... Written with respect and 
empathy, it’s a story that would be recognized and understood 
by thousands of people who went through the same system’ - 
The Herald

‘A quirky and clever debut…As with The Curious Incident of the 
Dog in the Night- Time, this is an honest and witty insight into 
mental illness’ - Stylist

Emma Henderson

The Missing Letter

Literary and Upmarket Fiction

Spanning a hundred years and several generations, this is a 
stunning tale of family secrets set in the French Alps

UK: Sceptre - 2017
UK Editor: Carole Welch
US Rights: DHA (VB)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Unedited 
manuscript due November

Rights Sold for Grace Williams Says It 
Loud:
Simplified Chinese - China South 
Booky Culture
Czech - Mlada Fronta
Dutch - Artemis & Co
Italian - Baldini Castoldi Dalai Editore

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese -  Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency
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Love stories inspired by lost photographs

7

Shorn of context, unknown people look out to us from old 
and anonymous photographs, and each image has magical 
appeal. Alexander McCall Smith, one of the world’s best-loved 
writers, has reimagined the stories of these individuals in this 
charming, humorous, unexpected and poignant collection. 
The five photographs captured here are all from days long 
gone - some are formal in setting with a sepia tone, some are 
hazy family snaps. Every one of these images is powerful and 
intriguing in its own way and in Alexander’s hands, each reveals 
a story of love.

Alexander McCall Smith has written more than 100 books, 
including specialist academic titles, short story collections, and 
a number of immensely popular children’s books. He is best 
known for his internationally acclaimed No. 1 Ladies’ Detective 
Agency series, which rapidly rose to the top of bestseller lists 
throughout the world. The series has been translated into 40 
languages and has sold over 20 million copies worldwide.

Praise for Emma:

‘Entertaining . . . McCall Smith brings such intelligence and wit.’ 
- Daily Mail

‘Funny, heartfelt and very readable.’ - Good Housekeeping

‘Funny and clever.’ - Fabulous Magazine

‘Delightful.’ - Closer

UK: Birlinn -  15th November 2015
UK Editor: Neville Moir
US Rights: Pantheon - TBC
US Editor: Edward Kastenmeier 
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - YES (Black & white 
photographs)
Material Available -  Unedited 
manuscript

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Chance Developments

Alexander McCall Smith

Literary and Upmarket Fiction

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1cioquSuIFxLauhvW1A7emoO_eRKUTnEHhDiK4cCoT8M/edit?usp=sharing


The latest from The No. 1 Ladies’ Detective Agency

A 44 Scotland Street novel

8

Fans of this bestselling series will be delighted to enjoy another 
encounter with Mma Ramotswe, proprietor of Botswana’s most 
famous Detective Agency.  

From her office in Tlokweng Road - and with the invaluable 
assistance of Mma Makutsi - Precious continues to help her 
clients with their problems.  However, when news comes of 
the founding of a rival secretarial school in the area, Mma 
Makutsi is outraged on behalf of her alma mater, the Botswana 
Secretarial College.  

Imagine her consternation, then, when it transpires that the 
founder of the new school is none other than the scheming 
Violet Sephotho, whom everyone knows did not graduate with 
anything like 97%...

All Titles and Previous Publishers for No.1 Ladies Detective 
Agency series

The wildly popular 44 Scotland Street series returns with its 
chronicles of life in a corner of Edinburgh brimming with wit 
and humour. Scotland Street occupies a busy, Bohemian area 
of Edinburgh’s New Town, where the old haute bourgeoisie 
finds itself having to rub shoulders with students, poets and 
portraitists. And number 44 has more than its fair share of the 
street’s eccentrics and failures, from artist Angus Lordie and 
narcissist-about-town Bruce to seven-year-old Bertie Pollock 
and his irredeemably pushy mother, Irene. 

All Titles and Previous Publishers for 44 Scotland Street

The Woman Who Walked in Sunshine

The Revolving Door of Life

UK: Birlinn (Polygon) - 13th August 2015
UK Editor:  Neville Moir
US Rights: Anchor (Random House) - 
2nd February 2016
US Editor: Edward Kastenmeier
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Additional Info:
Extent - 288 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Final files

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Synopsis Agency

Literary and Upmarket Fiction

UK: Little, Brown - 27th October 2015
UK Editor:  Richard Beswick 
US Rights: Random House (Pantheon) 
 - October 2015 
US Editor: Edward Kastenmeier
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Rights Sold:
French -  10/18
Swedish - Massolit

Additional Info:
Extent - 240 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Final Files

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16rfb8GuKGTFCOmo_QqaKZ5tgexRy5IojeR4tbs4VYKg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/16rfb8GuKGTFCOmo_QqaKZ5tgexRy5IojeR4tbs4VYKg/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1IJ_zopB_Xdx5JAz6ncaFBBMn7G0IXnavhmUtgXMaFZ8/edit?usp=sharing


‘Fearlessly and deftly done. I loved this book deeply.’ 
- Giles Kristian, author of the Raven series

9

In twelfth-century Scotland, far removed from the courtly 
manners of the Lowland, the Winter Isles are riven by vicious 
warfare, plots and battles.

Into this hard, seafaring life is born a boy called Somerled.  The 
son of an ageing chieftain, Somerled must prove his own worth 
as a warrior.  He will rise to lead his men into battle and claim 
the title of Lord of the Isles – but what must he sacrifice to secure 
the glory of his name? 

An astonishingly vivid re-creation of the savage dynastic 
battles of medieval Scotland, this is an absorbing, emotional 
and powerful read.

Antonia Senior writes frequently for the Guardian among other 
newspapers, and before turning freelance was a leader writer 
and then columnist for The Times, as well as editing their ‘Eureka’ 
supplement.

Her first novel, Treason’s Daughter, is set during the English Civil 
War and was published by Atlantic Books in summer 2014. It was 
chosen for WH Smith’s ‘Fresh Talent’ promotion this year.

Praise for Antonia Senior:

‘The plunging surf and the salt-wind gusts are in his ears, and 
out of the sea mist comes a story that lingers in the mind.’- Giles 
Kristian, author of the Raven series (on The Winter Isles)

‘A compelling book that truly gets under the skin of its characters, 
exceptionally good and I predict a glittering future for its hugely 
talented author.’ - Angus Donald, bestselling author of The 
Outlaw Chronicles (on Treason’s Daughter)

‘Senior’s fresh, forceful writing breathes new life and relevance 
into the most destructive, dangerous era in English history. Totally 
gripping.’ - The Times (on Treason’s Daughter)

‘Gripping…a complex and engaging story.’- BBC History Extra 
(on Treason’s Daughter)

UK & US: Atlantic - 5th November 
2015
UK Editor: Louise Cullen
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - 384 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Final page proofs

Rights Sold for Treason’s Daughter:
Polish - Poznanskie

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg 
Associates
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Antonia Senior

The Winter Isles

Literary and Upmarket Fiction



A heartrending and humorous debut - a lively spinster 
spends a lifetime trying to unlock the secrets of her 

exuberant yet inexplicable twin

10

Maeve Maloney is a force to be reckoned with. A spinster now 
nearing eighty, she keeps Sea View Lodge just as her parents 
did during Morecambe’s 1950s heyday, when honeymooners 
and bathing beauties would parade along the prom. But 
nowadays, the spirited Maeve bakes her famous coconut 
macaroons for the likes of Mencap Musical, Manchester Young 
Carers and Misfits Comedy Troupe. These ‘waifs and strays’, as 
Maeve calls them, are the only ones to recognise the tenderness 
and heartbreak hidden beneath her spikiness. Until, that is, her 
old friend Vincent shows up in a last-ditch attempt to make his 
peace. 
 
Wearing cologne and sporting a hat that could pass for a beret, 
Vincent is the last person Maeve wants to see. He is the only 
man alive to have known her boisterous twin sister, Edie. The 
nightingale to Maeve’s crow, the dawn to Maeve’s dusk, Edie 
would have set her sights on the stage – all things being equal. 
But, from birth, things never were. Vincent was witness, all those 
years ago, to Maeve’s life-defining dilemma: to pursue her own 
dreams or to sacrifice them for her twin.  If only Maeve could 
confront the secret past she shares with Vincent, she might 
finally see what it truly means to love and be loved: a lesson 
that her sister may have been trying to teach Maeve all along.   

Emma Claire Sweeney has won Arts Council, Royal Literary Fund 
and Escalator Awards, and has been shortlisted for several others, 
including the Asham, Wasafiri and Fish. She teaches creative 
writing at New York University; co-runs SomethingRhymed.
com – a website on female literary friendship; and publishes 
features and pieces on disability for the likes of the Guardian, 
the Independent on Sunday and The Times. Owlsong at Dawn 
is inspired by her autistic sister. 

UK: Legend Press - 1st July 2016
UK Editor: Lauren Parsons
US Rights: DHA (VB)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Edited 
manuscript due December

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg 
Japanese - English Agency Japan
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Emma Claire Sweeney

Owlsong at Dawn

Literary and Upmarket Fiction



A passionate love story about the way the Second World 
War changed women’s lives for ever

11

Suffolk, 1939: Julia is a young wife and mother, whose husband 
Richard’s good looks mask his crushing conventionality. When 
she falls for the dashing but unreliable documentary filmmaker 
Dougie she gives up her staid, provincial world and moves 
to London to live a bohemian life with him, unwittingly and 
agonisingly losing the right to see her young son along the way. 

In London the great romance sours: Dougie has no talent for 
fidelity and Julia quickly realises how useless and unskilled she 
is at anything. But then the war intervenes, a new sense of 
purpose arrives, and Julia discovers she has a rare gift.

Elizabeth Wilhide is the author of Ashenden and more than 
twenty books on interior design and architecture. Born in the 
United States, she has lived in the UK since 1967.

Praise for Ashenden:

‘I adored this book…touching and very compelling.’  
- Penny Vincenzi

‘An affecting and intelligent debut.’ - Guardian

‘A beguilingly effortless read.’ - Daily Mail

UK: Viking (Fig Tree) - 4th February 
2016
UK Editor: Juliet Annan
US Rights: DHA (AG)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - 280 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Copy-edited 
manuscript

Rights Sold for Ashenden:
Spanish - Lumen

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Japanese -English Agency Japan
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Elizabeth Wilhide

If I Could Tell You

Literary and Upmarket Fiction



Actress Tilly Beaumont once owned this most breathtaking 
pearl necklace. An eighteenth birthday gift from her darling 
Papa, during her jetset years the pearls graced her neck at 
all the most glamorous parties. But they have been missing for 
years and now Tilly has asked her granddaughter Sophia to find 
them.  

Sophia has learnt the hard way that good looks, good breeding 
and good times don’t pay the bills, and is busy blotting out the 
reality of her life by drinking her way to oblivion and seeking 
solace in the arms of dangerous men. 

But Sophia can’t run from her future forever, nor from her past. 
Sophia knows that the pearls’ value will save her but what are 
Tilly’s true motives for sending her on such a quest? What will 
she discover on the way? And how on earth does Sophia find 
the heirloom when it hasn’t been seen in her lifetime? 

In modern day Japan, no matter how hard Aiko Watanabe tries 
to stay firmly in present, the ghosts chase her. Even back home 
in New York, she cannot escape visions of a young woman 
disappearing under the waves, a baby crying on a beach, a 
nation destroyed by fire and bombs, and a starving, ragged 
girl hiding a priceless collection of pearls underneath her torn 
clothes. 

Love, loss, sacrifice and freedom: Aiko thought she had learned 
all life had to teach her. What are her ancestors trying to tell 
her? Must she really reopen old wounds in order to heal the 
future? 

Katie Agnew was born in Edinburgh and educated in 
Aberdeen and London. She worked as a journalist for Marie 
Claire, Cosmopolitan, Red and the Daily Mail before becoming 
features editor on Marie Claire. Her first novel, Drop Dead 
Gorgeous, won a WHSmith Fresh Talent award. Her subsequent 
novels, Before We Were Thirty, Wives v Girlfriends and Too Hot to 
Handle have been published to glowing reviews. Katie lives in 
Bath with her family.

Katie Agnew

The Inheritance

Women’s Fiction

Sixty-six perfect pearls, hand picked from beneath the 
Japanese waves. Pearls that changed the lives of every 

woman who had the privilege to touch them 

UK: Orion - 30th June 2016
UK Editor: c/o Laura Gerrard
US Rights: DHA (LK) 
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Rights Sold:
German - Heyne (Pre-empt)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Unedited 
manuscript

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency
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An uplifting and heartfelt novel about life, loss and what 
happens in between from The Sunday Times bestselling 

author of The Memory Book

13

Do not miss me, because I will always be with you…I am the air, 
the moon, the stars. For we are all made of stars, my beloved... 

Wherever you look, I will be there.

Stella Carey exists in a night world. Married to a soldier who has 
returned from Afghanistan injured in body and mind, she leaves 
the house every evening as Vincent locks himself away, along 
with the secrets he brought home from the war.

During her nursing shifts at a local hospice, Stella writes letters 
for her patients to their loved ones containing their final wishes, 
thoughts and feelings - some full of humour, love and practical 
advice, others steeped in regret or pain – and promises to post 
these messages after their deaths.

Until one night Stella writes the letter that could give her patient 
one last chance at redemption, if she delivers it in time…but is 
Stella right to interfere in a life she didn’t understand?

Set entirely at night during the hours of darkness except for the 
very final scene which is set as the sun rises, We Are All Made Of 
Stars is an incredibly moving story of one woman’s attempt to 
fix everything but her own life..

Rowan Coleman lives with her husband and five children in 
a very full house in Hertfordshire. We Are All Made Of Stars is 
her twelfth novel. Others include The Memory Book which was 
part of the Richard and Judy Autumn Book Club 2014 and the 
award-winning Runaway Wife.

Praise for We Are All Made Of Stars:

‘Oh, what a gorgeous book this is - it gripped me and wouldn’t 
let me go. So engaging, so beautifully written - I loved every 
single thing about it.’ - Jill Mansell

‘We Are All Made of Stars is simply wonderful. Profoundly 
moving and ultimately hopeful, this story - like its deftly drawn 
characters - refuses to let you forget it.’ - Miranda Dickinson

‘What a lovely, utterly life affirming, heart-breaking book We 
Are All Made of Stars by Rowan Coleman is.’ - Jenny Colgan

‘Tender, poignant and hopeful.’ - The Sunday Mirror

‘Fans of Jojo Moyes will love We Are All Made Of Stars.’  
- Good Housekeeping

UK: Ebury -  21st May 2015, PB 28th 
January 2016
UK Editor: Gillian Green
US: Ballantine - TBC
US Editor: Linda Marrow
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Rights Sold:
Dutch - Meulenhoff Boekerij
German - Piper
Norwegian - Silke
Spanish - Urano

Additional Info:
Extent - 396 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Final files

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Synopsis Agency

Rowan Coleman

We Are All Made Of Stars
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The best things in life…  can be just around the corner

14

Rachel and Becca aren’t real sisters, or so they say. They are 
step-sisters, living far apart, with little in common. Rachel is the 
successful one: happily married with three children and a big 
house, plus an impressive career. Artistic Becca, meanwhile, 
lurches from one dead-end job to another, shares a titchy flat 
and has given up on love.

The two of them have lost touch but when Rachel doesn’t 
come home one night, Becca is called in to help. Once there, 
she quickly realises that her step-sister’s life is not so perfect after 
all: Rachel’s handsome husband has moved out, her children 
are rebelling, and her glamorous career has taken a nosedive. 
Worst of all, nobody seems to have a clue where she might be.

Meanwhile, Rachel is lying in hospital in a strange city and can’t 
even remember anything: why she is there, or even what her 
name and phone number are... 

As Becca begins to untangle Rachel’s secrets, she is forced to 
confront some uncomfortable truths about her own life, and 
the future seems uncertain. But sometimes happiness can be 
found in the most unexpected places…

Lucy Diamond is a Sunday Times bestselling author with both 
of her last novels, A Year of Taking Chances and Summer at 
Shell Cottage, debuting in the top ten in 2015. The Secrets 
of Happiness is her eleventh novel. She lives in Bath with her 
husband and three children.

Praise for Summer at Shell Cottage:

‘Stuffed with guilty secrets and characters you’ll root for from 
the start, this warm and emotional summer novel about a family 
in crisis makes for delicious summer reading.’ - Sunday Express

‘Funny, sunny and wise. An absolute treat.’ - Katie Fforde

‘Seamless, engaging, believable, fun and heartfelt.’ - Heat

UK: Pan Macmillan - 21st January 
2016
UK Editor: Victoria Hughes-Williams
US Rights: DHA (LK)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  First page proofs

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency
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Lucy Diamond

The Secrets of Happiness
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Are some things better left unsaid?

Nancy Reardon is four, nearly five. She used to talk all the time: 
in the car, on the way to nursery, to her extrovert older brother 
Joel, to next door’s cat Greg, to her collection of bears. But 
ever since her parents Caitlin and Patrick split up, Nancy has 
stopped talking. 

Her aunt Eva Quinn didn’t expect to be the third, and final, 
wife of semi-retired bad boy actor Michael Quinn but it was the 
love of a lifetime for them both - until Mickey died suddenly, 
leaving Eva alone with his gossipy diaries, their two pugs and a 
distressing voice in the back of her mind, wondering if perhaps 
she’d sacrificed more than she meant to. And that is before 
Mickey’s diaries turn everything she believed about her late 
husband, her self - and her own heart - on its head.

When Eva offers to look after the children every other weekend, 
so that they can spend time with their father, Eva realises that 
silent Nancy has a tiny voice after all. Not when adults are 
around, only when she’s alone with the smaller, quieter of the two 
dogs, Bumble. Through the whispered, cautious conversations 
between child and dog, a trust slowly begins to form between 
an anxious little girl with a heartbreaking secret and a woman 
who has realised too late that what her soul yearns for. 

But why has Nancy stopped speaking? Both Caitlin and Patrick 
have reason to worry that Nancy may have witnessed something 
she can’t understand - but are their fears misplaced? 

Lucy Dillon grew up in Cumbria and read English at Cambridge, 
before moving to London to work as a press assistant and later a 
fiction editor. She now lives in a village outside Hereford with two 
basset hounds. Lucy won the Romantic Novelists’ Association 
Contemporary Romantic Novel prize in 2015 for A Hundred 
Pieces of Me, and the Romantic Novel of the Year Award in 
2010 for Lost Dogs and Lonely Hearts. This is her seventh novel.

Praise for One Small Act of Kindness:

‘Such a brilliant book. So satisfying and clever and deeply 
moving. I’ll be passing it on to all my friends.’- 
Sophie Kinsella

‘Bittersweet, lovely and ultimately redemptive; the kind 
of book that makes you want to live your own life better.’ 
 - Jojo Moyes

‘Lucy Dillon’s books make the world a better place.’ - Heat 

Lucy Dillon

All the Little Voices

UK: Hodder & Stoughton - Spring 2016
UK Editor: Sara Kinsella
US Rights: David Forrer, Inkwell
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Unedited 
manuscript due December

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency
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A gripping tale of recovery and redemption from the 
number one bestselling author

16

June, 1998. At twenty-seven, Cat Coombs is struggling. She 
lives in London, works as a journalist and parties hard. When 
she discovers the identity of the father she never knew she 
had, it sends her into a spiral. She makes mistakes that cost 
her the budding friendship of the only women who have ever 
welcomed her. And nothing is ever the same after that.

June, 2014. Cat’s life has come full circle. Her quest to make 
amends to those she has hurt takes her to Nantucket, the 
gorgeous New England island, where the women she once 
called family still live. What Cat doesn’t realise is that these 
women, her real father’s daughters, have secrets of their own. 
As the past collides with the present, Cat must confront the 
darkest aspects of her own life and uncover the depths of 
someone’s need for revenge.

A former feature writer for the Daily Express, Jane Green took 
a leap of faith when she left in 1996 to freelance and work on 
her book. She is now the bestselling author of several novels 
including Saving Grace and The Beach House. Jane lives in 
Connecticut with her husband and their blended family of six 
children.

Praise for Summer Secrets:

‘Jane Green’s books are warm, witty, sharp and insightful… It’s 
impossible to stop turning the pages.’ – Sophie Kinsella

A Mail on Sunday ‘summer pick’

‘Jane Green is women’s fiction royalty.’ – Glamour 

‘Green characteristically offers her readers beautifully written, 
emotionally intense and psychologically fascinating portraits of 
people and the relationships that make up a life.’ – Daily Mail

UK: Pan Macmillan –2nd July 2015
UK Editor: Jeremy Trevathan
US Rights: Christy Fletcher (Fletcher & 
Company)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: Christy Fletcher 
(Fletcher & Company)

Additional Info:
Extent - 384 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Final Files

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Synopsis Agency

Jane Green

Summer Secrets
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Dare you close your eyes even for a few seconds?
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One, two, three . . . Lisa Dale shuts her eyes and counts to one 
hundred during a game of hide-and-seek. When she opens 
them, her four-year-old daughter Ella is gone. Disappeared 
without a trace. 

The police, the media and Lisa’s family all think they know 
who snatched Ella. But what if the person who took her isn’t a 
stranger? What if they are convinced they are doing the right 
thing? And what if they are intent on making Lisa’s little girl their 
own?

This is a gripping family drama about love and loss, which 
explores the darker side of motherhood.

Born in London in 1970, Linda Green is the author of six novels. 
She is also an award-winning journalist, who has written for the 
Guardian, Independent and The Times.  She now lives in Yorkshire 
with her husband and son. Her most recent novel, The Marriage 
Mender, was published by Quercus in August last year.

 Praise for Linda Green:

‘A well-written, thoughtful read about when love is put to the 
greatest test.’-  Daily Mail (on The Marriage Mender)

‘Smart, witty writing.’ - Elle (on I Did A Bad Thing)

‘Keeps you guessing right up to the end.’ - Sun (on I Did A Bad 
Thing)

UK: Quercus -  28th January 2016
UK Editor: Kathryn Taussig
US Rights: DHA (AG)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Additional Info:
Extent - 300 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -   Edited 
manuscript

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Linda Green

While My Eyes Were Closed
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The sequel to  the bestselling The Chocolate Lovers Club 
and The Chocolate Lovers’ Diet

18

Christmas is just around the corner but the women of The 
Chocolate Lovers’ Club have more to worry about than present 
shopping . . .

Lucy loves running Chocolate Heaven but she hasn’t spent 
time with her boyfriend, Aiden, in weeks. And then her ex-fiancé 
turns up and things become even more complicated.

Nadia hasn’t let herself get close to a man in a long time, yet she 
can’t help feeling drawn to Jacob. Will he be her last chance 
for a happy ending?

Chantal and her husband, Ted, are besotted with their baby 
daughter Lana - but she’s not sure that’s enough to base a 
marriage on.

Autumn is dealing with a tragedy that has hit too close to 
home. But when she doesn’t get the support she needs from 
her fiancé, will she look elsewhere for comfort?

Can friendship overcome all in The Chocolate Lovers’ Christmas?

Carole Matthews is the Sunday Times bestselling author of twenty-
seven novels, including the top ten bestsellers A Cottage by the 
Sea, Calling Mrs Christmas, The Christmas Party and The Cake 
Shop in the Garden. She was given an award for Outstanding 
Achievement by the Romantic Novelists’ Association in 2015. 
She is published in more than thirty countries and her books 
have sold to Hollywood.

Carole’s fourth and final book in the Chocolate Lovers’ series, The 
Chocolate Lovers’ Wedding, will be published in summer 2016.

Praise for The Chocolate Lovers’ Christmas:

‘Full of joy and laughter.’ - Trisha Ashley

‘Simply brilliant.’ - Closer

‘Witty, funny and incredibly touching, this is perfect for lifting 
the spirits.’ - Heat

‘Carole Matthews is one of the few writers who can rival Marian 
Keyes’ gift for telling heart-warming tales with buckets of charm 
and laughs.’ - Daily Record

UK: Little, Brown - PB 22nd October 
2015
UK Editor: Cath Burke
US Rights: DHA (LK)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Rights Sold:
Polish - HarperCollins Polska

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Final files

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Synopsis Agency

Carole Matthews

The Chocolate Lovers’ Christmas
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The night they met, everything changed.
 
Ever since Rebecca mistook Ben for a bartender in a busy 
bar and asked him for a drink, everyone has known they’re a 
perfect match. 

Rebecca is the only girl she knows who didn’t cry at the end 
of the movie Titanic. Ben is the only man he knows who did. 
Rebecca’s untidy but Ben doesn’t mind picking up her pieces. 
Ben is laid back but Rebecca keeps him on his toes. They fit 
together. 

But what is the real story of the night they met? The night 
everything changed?
 
When a dark secret is revealed, Rebecca and Ben are forced 
to question everything they once knew about each other.
Can they work out how to put their love story back together? 
Or will they lose everything they thought was forever?
 
This is a moving and bittersweet story of love and loss and 
everything in between, told in alternate chapters by Laura Tait 
and Jimmy Rice, which asks, how do you forgive when you 
can’t forget? 

Can you recover from The Night That Changed Everything?

Jimmy Rice is a 32-year-old sports journalist. Laura Tait is a 
32-year-old writer for Shortlist and Stylist magazines. Jimmy and 
Laura met studying journalism at Sheffield University, so sitting 
in pubs talking about life and love is something they’ve been 
doing for the last ten years. Not much has changed since then 
except they take their laptops to the pub and write it all down.

Praise for The Best Thing That Never Happened To Me:

‘Brilliantly written and laugh-out-loud funny!’ - Paige Toon

‘What a gorgeously funny book! I loved Alex and Holly, and 
you will too.’ -  Lucy Diamond

‘The Best Rom-Com That’s Happened To Me This Year!’ 
 - Ali McNamara

‘A Richard Curtis rom-com of a novel.’ - Glamour

Laura Tait and Jimmy Rice

The Night That Changed Everything

Women’s Fiction

 Rebecca and Ben are the perfect couple - nothing can 
tear them apart. Or so they thought. 

UK: Transworld -  24th March 2016
UK Editor: Harriet Bourton
US Rights: DHA (LK)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Rights Sold:
Simplified Chinese - Beijing Daheng 
Translation Service Company

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Edited 
manuscript 

Rights Sold for The Best Thing That 
Never Happened To Me:
Simplified Chinese - Beijing Daheng 
Translation Service
Czech - Jota       
French - Editions Bragelonne
German - DuMont Buchverlag
Italian - De Agostini
Macedonian - Congress Service 
Centre
Polish - Czarna Owca
Brazil - LeYa
Turkish - Kultur

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency
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When three sisters share everything, accidents can 
happen...

We are Phoebe. We are Eliza. We are Rose.

Everyone knew about us. We weren’t just sisters, we were ‘The 
Triplets’. It was almost as if we didn’t have names of our own.

We were like celebrities at school, a veritable novelty act. 
People loved that we all looked alike with our blonde hair and 
green eyes to the power of three. 

But while the same blood may have run through our veins, we 
were very different girls. We weren’t one. We were three. And 
when we were seventeen, this suddenly mattered more than 
ever. 

You see, we fell in love. With a boy named Angus…If only there 
had been three of him, like there were three of us...

Falling in love with Angus was easy. Falling out of love with him 
proved to be difficult. 

For Phoebe, this wasn’t a problem. Almost ten years on, she 
and Angus are getting married. But for Eliza and Rose, it’s time 
to put history behind them once and for all.

If only it were that simple…

Paige Toon was born in 1975 and grew up between England, 
Australia and America, following her racing driver father around 
the globe. A philosophy graduate, she worked at teen, film and 
women’s magazines, before ending up at Heat magazine as 
Reviews Editor. Paige is married, has two small children and 
lives in Cambridge. The Man We Fell In Love With is her eleventh 
book.

Praise for The Sun in Her Eyes:

‘This wonderful page-turner kept me guessing right until the 
end.’ - Marian Keyes 

‘Paige really ratchets up the tension. You’ll be in a reading 
frenzy by the end!’ - Lisa Jewell, bestselling author of The House 
We Grew Up In

‘We devoured this in one sitting, relaxing on a sun-lounger… it’s 
the perfect beach read.’ - Cosmopolitan 

‘Paige Toon’s epic bestseller shows how life can change in a 
heartbeat.’ - Glamour  

‘A surefire bestseller!’ - Fabulous 

‘Another belter from the epic Paige.’ - Heat

Paige Toon

The Man We Fell In Love With

UK: Simon and Schuster - 19th May 
2016
UK Editor: Suzanne Baboneau
US Rights: DHA (LK)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Unedited 
manuscript due December

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency
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Joseph Jefferson Farjeon (1883 - 1955) was an English crime 
and mystery novelist, playwright and screenwriter described by 
Dorothy L. Sayers as “unsurpassed for creepy skill in mysterious 
adventures”.  His novel Mystery in White: A Christmas Crime 
Story was reissued by the British Library in 2014 to great success.

21

On a fine autumn weekend Lord Aveling hosts a hunting party 
at his country house, Bragley Court. Among the guests are an 
actress, a journalist, an artist and a mystery novelist. The unlucky 
thirteenth is John Foss, injured at the local train station and 
brought to the house to recuperate - but John is nursing a secret 
of his own. Soon events take a sinister turn when a painting is 
mutilated, a dog stabbed and a man strangled. Death strikes 
more than one of the house guests, and the police are called.  
Detective Inspector Kendall’s skills are tested to the utmost as he 
tries to uncover the hidden past of everyone at Bragley Court.   

Originally published in 1936.

Rights Sold:
Russian - Under Offer

Richard Temperley arrives at Euston station early on a fogbound 
London morning.  He takes refuge in a nearby hotel, along with a 
disagreeable fellow passenger, who had snored his way through 
the train journey.  Within minutes of their arrival, the other man 
lies dead - shot while sleeping in an armchair.  Temperley has 
a brief encounter with a beautiful young woman, but she flees 
the scene.  When the police arrive, Detective Inspector James 
discovers at the crime scene: ‘a small piece of enamelled 
metal. Its colour was crimson, and it was in the shape of the 
letter Z.’   Temperley sets off in pursuit of the mysterious woman 
from the hotel, and finds himself embroiled in a cross-country 
chase - by train and taxi - on the tail of a sinister serial killer.   

Originally published in 1932.

Thirteen Guests

The Z Murders

J. Jefferson Farjeon

UK: British Library Publishing -  
 3rd September 2015 (both titles)
UK Editor: Rob Davies
US Rights: British Library
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Additional Info:
Extent - 250 pages each
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Final files

Rights Sold for Mystery in White:
German - Klett-Cotta

Subagents:
Chinese - N/A
Japanese - N/A
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Crime, Suspense, Thriller 
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UK: Penguin (Michael Joseph) – 
March 2016
UK Editor: Rowland White
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Unedited 
manuscript

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency

A captivating new case for ex-soldier turned detective, 
Joe Stark

Trainee detective Joseph Stark, newly burdened with a Victoria 
Cross earned during his previous career as a soldier, is learning 
his new job fast. South-east London’s criminals have scant 
regard for such medals though, and Stark and his boss DS 
Fran Millhaven find themselves puzzling over a nasty double 
homicide. A middle-aged couple, found dead in their home; 
reports of a fast-disappearing motorbike; and soon, clues that 
the case may be linked to a crime that’s haunted Detective 
Chief Inspector Groombridge for twenty years …

Matthew Frank is the author of the acclaimed debut If I Should 
Die, introducing the Detective Constable Joseph Stark. If I 
Should Die was the winner of the 2015 Waverton Good Read 
Award.

Praise for If I Should Die:

‘A gripping murder story … Frank brilliantly maintains 
a balance between the demands of a complex plot 
and his character’s difficulty in returning to civilian life.’  
–  The Sunday Times

‘Well researched and totally convincing.’ – Sunday Mirror

‘Very powerful … So good that it is difficult to believe that this is 
a debut.’ – New Books Magazine

Matthew Frank

Stark sequel

Crime, Suspense, Thriller 



Intrigue and murder lurk in the shadows of  
Victorian London

Dot Allbones had few prospects, but luckily she had one 
lucrative talent – she can make people laugh. Now the queen 
of London’s music hall stage, Dot has her audience, her 
independence and enough money for champagne: a good 
life.

Pretty, popular orphan Kate Eddowes was an unlikely childhood 
friend for Dot. The older girl’s beauty was bound to take her 
places, and sure enough Kate was soon lured away by love 
and the prospect of adventure.

A chance encounter on a London street years later makes it 
clear that Kate’s life has not gone according to plan. Though 
poor and alone, she retains her indomitable spirit. But this is 
Whitechapel in 1888, and the shadowy streets are no place for 
a desperate woman to wander…

 
Laurie Graham is a former Daily Telegraph columnist and 
contributing editor of She magazine. The author of several 
acclaimed novels, including most recently The Grand Duchess 
of Nowhere, Laurie lives in Dublin with her husband.

Praise for Laurie Graham:

‘A tenacity of voice and a deftly judged lightness of touch 
have always been Laurie Graham’s strengths as a novelist.’  
– Ali Smith

‘Laurie Graham is one of my favourite writers, now and ever… 
A remarkable novelist.’ – Libby Purves

‘A delightfully smart and sophisticated historical novelist.’  
– The Sunday Times

‘A wonderful story-teller, Graham’s clever and humorous 
historical recreations never disappoint.’ – Independent

Laurie Graham

The Night in Question

Crime, Suspense, Thriller 

UK: Quercus - 1st October 2015
UK Editor: Jane Wood
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Additional Info:
Extent - 368 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Final files

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg 
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency
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The new standalone from international bestselling author 
Peter May

24

A man is washed up on a deserted beach on the Hebridean 
Isle of Harris, barely alive and borderline hypothermic. He has 
no idea who he is or how he got there. The only clue to his 
identity is a map tracing a track called The Coffin Road. He 
does not know where it will lead him but filled with dread, fear 
and uncertainty, he knows he must follow it.

A detective crosses rough Atlantic seas to a remote rock 20 
miles west of the Outer Hebrides of Scotland. With a sense of 
foreboding he steps ashore where three lighthouse keepers 
disappeared more than a century before - a mystery that 
remains unsolved. But now there is a new mystery  -  a man 
found bludgeoned to death on that same rock, and DS George 
Gunn must find out who did it and why.

A teenage girl lies in her Edinburgh bedroom, desperate to learn 
the truth about her father’s death. Two years after the discovery 
of the pioneering scientist’s suicide note, Karen Fleming still 
cannot accept that he would wilfully abandon her.  And the 
more she discovers about the nature of his research, the more 
she suspects that others were behind his disappearance.

Coffin Road follows three perilous journeys towards one 
shocking truth - and the realisation that ignorance can kill.

Peter May was an award-winning journalist by the age of just 
twenty-one. He left newspapers for television and screenwriting, 
accruing more than 1,000 television credits. Peter’s books have 
sold more than 1.5 million copies in the UK and his latest novel, 
Entry Island, won the 2014 Bloody Scotland Crime Book of the 
Year award.

Praise for Runaway:

‘A terrific read, suffused with nostalgia and the burden of long-
suppressed guilt.’ -  The Sunday Times

‘It tugs the heartstrings…A wonderful exhibition of just how very 
good Peter May can be.’ - Daily Mail

UK: Quercus -  14th January 2016
UK Editor: Jon Riley
US Rights: Hachette US 
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Rights Sold:
French - Editions Rouergue

Additional Info:
Extent - 400 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Unedited 
manuscript due November

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency 

Peter May

Coffin Road

Crime, Suspense, Thriller 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kFKFHbKyiOAG68FWHghCUGERdH4vMV43CnLwRAQO4TI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1kFKFHbKyiOAG68FWHghCUGERdH4vMV43CnLwRAQO4TI/edit?usp=sharing
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Can we ever truly know who is behind someone’s eyes?

When Louise starts working for the new psychiatrist in town, 
handsome, quiet Dr. David Martin, she finds herself attracted to 
him. Then she meets his beautiful, fascinating wife, Adele. Louise 
suffers from night terrors and sleep disturbances and Adele, 
having spent time being treated in a sleep clinic when she was 
21, offers to help her through. Louise starts a sleep diary, and 
learns techniques from Adele to control her dreaming. She’s a 
good student and a natural, just as Adele was. 

When Adele drops hints about a terrible event in the couple’s 
past that binds them, and a young man Adele has got involved 
with vanishes, Louise is caught in a game of cat and mouse 
between the couple. She starts to dig into their history, leading 
her to the death of a young man called Rob ten years before: 
a death the couple covered up... But whose version of those 
terrible events should she trust? David’s or Adele’s? To finally 
uncover the truth she must put her trust in Adele – body and 
soul - and learn one final skill in her sleep training. A skill Adele 
has kept secret. The ability to ‘fly’.

Sarah Pinborough is a critically acclaimed horror, thriller and YA 
author. Her short stories have appeared in several anthologies 
and she has a horror film ‘Cracked’ currently in development 
and another original screenplay under option. She has recently 
branched out into television writing and has written for ‘New 
Tricks’ on the BBC and has an original series in development 
with World Productions and ITV Global.

Praise for Sarah Pinborough:

‘Pinborough writes with vividness and emotional resonance. I 
couldn’t put [her] down.’ - Stephen King

‘A beautiful story, honestly told’ - Neil Gaiman (on The Language 
of Dying)

‘A writer at the very top of her game.’ - Independent 

Sarah Pinborough

Behind Her Eyes

Crime, Suspense, Thriller 

UK: Harper Fiction – 2017
UK Editor: Natasha Bardon
US Rights: DHA (VB)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: Sean Gascoine 
(United Agents)

Rights Sold:
Dutch - Under Offer
German - Under Offer
Serbian - Under Offer

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited 
manuscript

Subagents:
Chinese - TBC
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency



A new investigation for Craig Russell’s Lennox – taking us 
deep into the underbelly of post-war society
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UK: Quercus  - 1st June 2016
UK Editor: Jane Wood
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited 
manuscript due November

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency

When a shady but likeable friend meets his death inexplicably 
-  and silently - Lennox can’t believe there isn’t more to it than 
an accident.  But when he starts to dig deeper, a connection is 
made to a youth who threw himself in front of a train, a popular 
stage and TV comedian and a scandal that involves those at 
the highest and most powerful levels of the Scottish and British 
establishment.  

And then there’s the menacing presence of Mr McNaught: 
an ex-army type who’ll go to any lengths to protect those in 
power.  Only when Lennox finds himself in a dark, unexpected 
and dangerous corner of British society does the quiet death of 
Thomas Quaid begin to make sense.

Craig Russell served for several years as a police officer in 
Scotland, before becoming an advertising copywriter and later 
creative director. He has been translated into 23 languages, 
and his Lennox and Jan Fabel series have both been highly 
acclaimed. He lives in Scotland.

Praise for the Lennox series:

‘A great writer at the top of his game.’ – Peter James

‘Lennox is a crime story that transcends the genre. Craig 
Russell brilliantly uses the character of his tough, funny 
and hopeful man Lennox to give us the eyes and ears 
on a time and place. This is storytelling at its very best!’ 
– Michael Connelly

‘Lennox is a private eye for the ages - tough, uncompromising 
and insightful, with concrete fists and a heart of gold. Russell has 
brilliantly captured post-war Glasgow.’ – Michael Robotham

Craig Russell

The Quiet Death of Thomas Quaid

Crime, Suspense, Thriller

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1v7ERakJujv8FfjkKWNCB0uODtiSVm-IoBJE4lXuCu8Y/edit?usp=sharing


Stand By Me meets We Were Liars - a stunning breakout YA 
novel from the author of Seed with a heartbreaking and 

shocking twist
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June’s life at home with her stepmother and stepsister is a dark 
one – and a secret one. Not even her father knows about it. She 
is trapped like a butterfly in a net. 

But then June meets Blister, a boy in the woods. In him and his 
big chaotic family, she recognises the tiniest glimmer of hope 
that perhaps she can find a way to fly far, far away from home 
and be free. 

Because every creature in this world deserves their freedom...
But at what price?

Lisa  Heathfield lives in Brighton with her husband and three 
sons. Before becoming a mum, she was a secondary school 
English teacher and loved inspiring teenagers to read. Paper 
Butterflies is her second novel.

Praise for Seed:

‘A wonderful debut novel with a shocking conclusion.’  
– Guardian

‘An absorbing treatment of an ever interesting subject.’  
– Kirkus

UK: Egmont - Summer 2016
UK Editor: Lindsey Heaven
US Rights: Running Press - Summer 
2016
US Editor: TBC
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Edited 
manuscript due November

Rights Sold for Seed:
Czech - Alabtros
German - Carlsen
Italian - Newton Compton
Slovak - Albatros
Thai - Post Publishing Group

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Lisa Heathfield

Paper Butterflies

Young Adult
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A fragile peace governs the kingdoms of Wessex, East Anglia, 
under the rule of the late King Alfred’s son, King Edward, and 
Mercia, under his daughter Aethelflaed.

Uhtred, her formidable champion and greatest warrior, controls 
the northern parts from the strongly fortified city of Chester. 
But no one can prepare them for the storm that is about to 
descend…

The Northmen, allied to the Irish, come in force under the cover 
of night, up the Mersey, perhaps to attack Chester, perhaps to 
rape and pillage through Mercia, perhaps to take the troubled 
kingdom of Northumbria. They are led by the terrifying Viking 
warrior, Ragnall Iverson, a fierce fighter and ruthless leader.

He and his army are formidable enough but worse still, his 
brother is married to Uhtred’s daughter. With his passionate 
determination, Uhtred will stop at nothing to take back his 
corner of Northumbria and secure the future of Bebbanburg. 
But for Aethelflaed and the Mercians, doubt must arise to where 
his loyalty lies.

In the struggle between family and loyalty, between oaths 
given and political demands, there is no easy solution. And the 
clash between the Vikings and the Saxons will resound across 
the land.

Bernard Cornwell was born in London, raised in Essex and
worked for the BBC for eleven years before meeting Judy, his 
American wife. Denied an American work permit he wrote a 
novel instead and has been writing ever since. 

Praise for Bernard Cornwell:

‘The best battle scenes of any writer I’ve ever read, past 
or present. Cornwell really makes history come alive.’  
-  George R.R. Martin

‘A tense, powerful and compulsive story.’ - The Times

‘Strong narrative, vigourous action and striking characterisation, 
Cornwell remains king of the territory he has staked out as his 
own.’ -  The Sunday Times

‘A violent, absorbing historical saga, deeply researched and 
thoroughly imagined.’ - Washington Post

Bernard Cornwell

Warriors of the Storm

UK: Harper Collins - 8th October 2015 
UK Editor: Kate Elton
US Rights: Toby Eady Associates
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: Carnival TV

Rights Sold:
German - Rowholt
Portuguese in Brazil - Record

Additional Info:
Extent - 320 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -   Copyedited 
manuscript

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Toby Eady Fiction

The ninth novel in Bernard Cornwell’s number one 
bestselling series The Warrior Chronicles, on the making 
of England and the fate of his great hero, Uhtred of 

Bebbanburg

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ym7IZZ40qhhq_pSQtz48K2GVj-6Ic-JuBlK6TEC7l9o/edit?usp=sharing
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With a special foreword by Mike Hodges, director of  Get Carter

It’s a rainy night in the mill town of Scunthorpe when a London 
fixer named Jack Carter steps off a northbound train. He’s left 
the neon lights and mod lifestyle of Soho behind to come north 
to his hometown for a funeral - his brother Frank’s. Frank was 
very drunk when he drove his car off a cliff and that doesn’t sit 
well with Jack. Mild-mannered Frank never touched the stuff.

Jack and Frank didn’t exactly like one another. They hadn’t 
spoken in years and Jack is far from the sentimental type. So 
it takes more than a few people by surprise when Jack starts 
plying his trade in order to get to the bottom of his brother’s 
death. Then again, Frank’s last name was Carter, and that’s 
Jack’s name too. Sometimes that’s enough.

Set in the late 1960s amidst the smokestacks and hardcases 
of the industrial north of England, Get Carter redefined British 
crime fiction and cinema alike. Along with the other two novels 
in the Jack Carter Trilogy, it is one of the most important crime 
novels of all time.

Ted Lewis was born in Manchester in 1940, and died prematurely 
in 1982 having published seven novels and written several 
episodes for the television series ‘Z Cars’. His first novel All the 
Way Home and All the Night Through was published in 1965, 
followed by Jack’s Return Home in 1970. This was subsequently 
retitled Get Carter after the success of the film of the same 
name starring Michael Caine. The book created the noir school 
of British crime writing and pushed Lewis into the bestseller list.

Praise for  Get Carter:

‘A pulp-fiction triumph worthy of Jim Thompson or James Ellroy. 
I can’t remember the last time I turned pages so eagerly.’ - NPR 
Books

`It’s only lately people have started calling him the greatest 
British hard-boiled writer. Him and Jack, the original hard men’- 
GQ

`This is a top read with a breezy style that unweaves like a good 
pub story.’ - Loaded 

Ted Lewis

Get Carter

US: Soho Press - reissued 9th 
September 2014
US Editor: TBC
UK Rights: Toby Eady
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: N/A

Additional Info:
Extent - 217 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Final files

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Toby Eady Fiction

Famously adapted into the iconic film starring Michael 
Caine, Get Carter - originally published as Jack’s Return 
Home - ranks among the most canonical of crime novels
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With journalistic acumen and a novelist’s flair, Xinran tells the 
remarkable stories of men and women born in China after 1979 - 
the recent generations raised under China’s single-child policy. 
At a time when the country continues to transform at the speed 
of light, these generations of precious ‘one and onlies’ are 
burdened with expectation, yet have often been brought up 
without any sense of responsibility. Within their families, they are 
revered as ‘little emperors’ and ‘suns’, although such cosseting 
can come at a high price: isolation, confusion and an inability 
to deal with life’s challenges.

From the businessman’s son unable to pack his own suitcase, to 
the PhD student who pulled herself out of extreme rural poverty, 
Xinran shows how these generations embody the hopes and 
fears of a great nation at a time of unprecedented change. It 
is a time of fragmentation, heart-breaking and inspiring in equal 
measure, in which capitalism vies with communism, the city with 
the countryside and Western opportunity with Eastern tradition. 
Through the fascinating stories of these only children, we catch 
a startling glimpse of the emerging face of China.

Xinran Xue (pen name Xinran) is a British-Chinese journalist 
and broadcaster, born in Beijing in 1958. In the late 1980s, she 
began working for Chinese Radio and went on to become 
one of China’s most successful journalists. Her seminal book, 
The Good Women of China (2002), is a memoir relating many 
of the stories she heard while hosting her radio show. It has 
been translated into over thirty languages. Xinran often advises 
western media about western relations with China, and makes 
frequent television and radio appearances. She is a member of 
the Advisory Board of the Asia House Festival of Asian Literature.

Praise for Xinran:

‘It is an accomplished book. Xinran cares deeply about these 
children, who are now becoming parents themselves. By the 
end, you care deeply too.’ - Independent (on Buy Me The Sky)

‘An absorbing, often startling, always persuasive exploration of 
contemporary China.’ - Spectator (on Buy Me The Sky)

‘Extraordinary and eye-opening.’ - Jon Snow (on The Good 
Women of China)

‘One would have to have a heart of stone not to be moved.’ 
- Economist (on Message from an Unknown Chinese Mother)

Xinran

Buy Me the Sky

UK: Random House (Rider) - 7th May 
2015
UK Editor: Judith Kendra
US Rights: Toby Eady
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Rights Sold:
Dutch -  Atlas Contact
French - Editions Phillipe Picquier
German - Droemer Knaur
Norwegian - Gyldendal Norsk

Additional Info:
Extent - 320 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Final files

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Engiish Agency Japan
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Toby Eady Non-Fiction

A study of the effects of the one-child policy in China, 
from the author of The Good Women of China

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mLdIRcieatXwPVyab7IISWyUV9TOY8uhNdrJ7PuSxuw/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1mLdIRcieatXwPVyab7IISWyUV9TOY8uhNdrJ7PuSxuw/edit?usp=sharing


A stunning history of the human imagination – from our 
earliest cave-dwelling ancestors to the present day
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In this magisterial new work, acclaimed historian Felipe 
Fernández-Armesto attempts nothing less than a history of the 
human imagination - the power of seeing what is not there -  
and of the ideas that our imagination has generated, from the 
first tools we used to hunt with as early modern man, to our 
present digital age. 

A masterclass in erudition and readability, Out of Our Minds offers 
education and entertainment in equal measure and is perfect 
reading for fans of big-sweep history like Jared Diamond’s Guns, 
Germs and Steel or Yuval Noah Harari’s Sapiens.

Felipe Fernández-Armesto is a globally acclaimed and 
distinguished historian and author of many best-selling books 
including Millennium, Civilizations and Food: A History. He is a 
Professor of History of the University of Notre Dame. His work has 
been translated into nearly 30 languages.

Praise for Felipe Fernández-Armesto:

‘He makes history a smart art.’ – The Times 

‘In a class of his own for serious scholarship.’ – Spectator

‘Fernández-Armesto specialises in works of scrupulous 
scholarship and staggering breadth.’ – FT Magazine

Felipe Fernández-Armesto

UK Rights: DHA (AMG) - on submission
US Rights: Random House US – June 
2016
US Editor: Will Murphy
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - TBC
Material Available - Unedited 
manuscript 

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Out of Our Minds

Anthropology, History & Politics

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1vy4uH9UDptz3EaGJJ6RZ5lCiGkswWhCUNxquRT7dBvs/edit?usp=sharing


A brilliant and inspiring clarion call for change by one 
of the most important emerging left-wing voices of our 

times
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Owen Jones’ bestselling Chavs and The Establishment (over 
160,000 copies sold to date)  struck a chord in their anatomisation 
of the problems that bedevil British society: contempt for the 
previously revered working class and a system that perpetuates 
class division and inequality. 

Now, in his eagerly anticipated third book, Owen casts his gaze 
beyond UK shores to look at how people around the world are 
organising themselves to bring about real change, whether at 
a local or national level. A book full of positivity and optimism, 
The Politics of Hope will show that challenging a corporate, 
capitalist consensus can and must offer answers as well as 
chants of complaint. The revolution begins here.

Owen Jones has quickly emerged as one of the most important 
commentators on contemporary British politics and society. 
His first two books, Chavs and The Establishment, were both 
bestsellers and received widespread critical acclaim. He also 
writes regularly for the Guardian and the New Statesman.

Praise for Owen Jones:

‘The most important book on the real politics of the UK in my 
lifetime, and the only one you will ever need to read.’ – Irvine 
Welsh (on The Establishment)

‘I’ll never look at UK class politics in the same way.’ – Naomi 
Klein, Guardian Books of the Year (on The Establishment)

‘Superb and angry.’ – Guardian (on Chavs)

‘A work of passion, sympathy and moral grace.’ 
 – New York Times (on Chavs)

UK: Penguin (Allen Lane) - 2018
UK Editor: Tom Penn
US Rights: Penguin UK
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (GR)

Rights Sold:
Dutch - Hollands Diep
Korean - Under Offer
Spanish - Seix Barral/Planeta

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Proposal 

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Owen Jones

The Politics of Hope

Anthropology, History & Politics

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W8cey-Q4im4iJEfeGb1gaSqV_K2w-O10dIgXHGg8vqA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1W8cey-Q4im4iJEfeGb1gaSqV_K2w-O10dIgXHGg8vqA/edit?usp=sharing


From America’s entry into the Second World War, Niall 
Barr tells the story of Anglo-American relations at every 

level throughout the largest war in history
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In the mid-twentieth century the relationship between America 
and Britain had a chequered past. Theirs was a history of 
protection and oppression, of rebellion and ultimately war. But 
then the shared crisis of the Second World War brought Britain 
and America closer than ever before or since, and saw an 
unprecedented level of military cooperation. How was such a 
radical shift possible?

To uncover how this historically fraught relationship recovered 
from its inauspicious start, Niall Barr goes back to the origins of 
their shared military history in the American War of Independence 
and shows how these early days had ramifications for the later 
crucial alliance.

Picking up the tale with America’s entry into the Second World 
War, Niall Barr tells the story from the uppermost echelons of 
the relationship between Churchill and Roosevelt right down 
to battlefield level and the soldiers fighting side by side for a 
common cause.

Dr Niall Barr is a Senior Lecturer in Defence Studies, King’s 
College London, based at the Joint Services Command and 
Staff College, Shrivenham. Educated at the University of St 
Andrews, he previously taught military history at Sandhurst. He 
has published widely on British military history and has conducted 
numerous battlefield tours, including three to El Alamein.

Praise for Niall Barr:

‘An inspirational story.’ - Sunday Telegraph (on Yanks and 
Limeys)

‘Scrupulously fair...well-crafted and absorbing.’ 
- The Independent (on Yanks and Limeys)

‘There is no doubting the author’s immense scholarship… 
He has a first-class understanding of strategy and tactics.’ 
 - Literary Review  (on Pendulum of War) 

‘Military history at its best.’ - Daily Express (on Pendulum of War)

UK: Random House (Jonathan Cape) 
- 2nd July 2015
UK Editor: Dan Franklin
US Rights: Pegasus - 6th August 2015
US Editor: Claiborne Hancock
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Rights Sold:
Simplified Chinese - Under Offer

Additional Info:
Extent -  346 pages
Illustrations - colour plate sections, 
b&w in-line photographs
Material Available - Final Files

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Media Agency
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Synopsis Agency

Niall Barr

Yanks and Limeys

Anthropology, History & Politics



Nigel Hamilton’s Mantle of Command, long-listed for the 
National Book Award, drew on years of archival research 
and interviews to portray FDR in a tight close up, as he 
determined Allied strategy in the crucial initial phases of 
World War II. Commander in Chief reveals the astonishing 
sequel — suppressed by Winston Churchill in his memoirs 
— of Roosevelt’s battles with Churchill to maintain that 
strategy.  Roosevelt knew that the Allies should take Sicily 
but avoid a wider battle in southern Europe, building 
experience but saving strength to invade France in early 
1944. Churchill seemed to agree at Casablanca — only 
to undermine his own generals and the Allied command, 
testing Roosevelt’s patience to the limit. Churchill was 
afraid of the invasion planned for Normandy, and pushed 
instead for disastrous fighting in Italy, thereby almost losing 
the war for the Allies. In a dramatic showdown, FDR finally 
set the ultimate course for victory by making the ultimate 
threat. Commander in Chief shows FDR in top form at a 
crucial time in the modern history of the West.

Nigel Hamilton is a best-selling and award-winning 
biographer of President John F. Kennedy, General 
Bernard “Monty” Montgomery, and President Bill Clinton, 
among other subjects. His most recent book, The Mantle 
of Command: FDR at War, 1941-1942, was longlisted for 
the National Book Award. He is a senior fellow at the 
McCormack Graduate School, University of Massachusetts, 
Boston.

Praise for The Mantle of Command:
‘The Mantle of Command is splendid: It’s the memoir 
Roosevelt didn’t get to write.’ - New York Times Book 
Review

‘Masterly.’ - Wall Street Journal

‘A definitive volume... essential reading for anyone 
interested in WWII, the Roosevelt Presidency, and 
presidential leadership.’ - Publishers Weekly

‘Convincingly written and gripping... essential for historians, 
political scientists, and history buffs’ - Library Journal, 
STARRED

Nigel Hamilton

Commander in Chief

Memoirs, Biography & Letters

Commander in Chief

F D R ’ s  b a t t l e  w i t h  c h u R c h i l l ,  1 9 4 3

n i g e l  h a m i l t o n

c o m m a n d e r
i n  c h i e f

In the next installment of the “splendid memoir Roosevelt 
didn’t get to write” (New York Times),  Nigel Hamilton tells 

the astonishing story of FDR’s year-long, defining battle 
with Churchill, as the war raged in Africa and Italy.

US: Houghton Mifflin -  7th June 2016
US Editor: Bruce Nichols
UK Rights: On submission
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Rights Sold:
Dutch - Historisch Nieuwsblad

Additional Info:
Extent -  TBC
Illustrations - 2  eight-page plate 
sections, 2 maps
Material Available -  Page proofs

Subagents:
Chinese - TBC
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear
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UK: Little, Brown - 2nd June 2016
UK Editor: Richard Beswick
US Rights: DHA (AMG)
Translation Rights: DHA 
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Rights Sold:
Italian - RCS

Additional Info:
Extent - 400 pages
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Unedited 
manuscript due November 

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - English Agency Japan
Russian - Van Lear Agency

Writings from the great historian on the region where he 
had hoped socialist revolution might flourish:  

Latin America

Eric Hobsbawm

Viva La Revolución

Memoirs, Biography & Letters

A collection of essays on Latin America from the historian 
widely acknowledged as the most important left-wing historian 
of the twentieth century. A pre-eminent scholar in this field 
and good friends with Eric Hobsbawm for half a century, editor 
Leslie Bethell brings both specialist historical knowledge and 
an intimate knowledge of Hobsbawm’s feelings about this 
fascinating part of the world to this task.

Born in 1917, Eric Hobsbawm grew up in Vienna and Berlin in the 
1930s.  After coming to Britain he taught at Birkbeck College, 
University of London, where he eventually became Emeritus 
Professor, as well as holding visiting fellowships at universities 
around the world. He had seventeen honorary doctorates and 
many other awards and honours.

His books on the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, including 
a memoir, have been translated into many languages. He died 
in 2012.

Praise for Fractured Times:

‘Hobsbawm is a historian of exceptional lucidity, with a 
staggering range and ease of reference...the essays catch 
fire.’ - Spectator

‘Gaining encyclopaedic knowledge was impressive enough; 
knowing how to convey its essence to a vast audience involved 
the rarest kind of authorial talent.’ - Financial Times

‘He wrote with extraordinary wit, grace and power…His ability 
to see the big picture and devise a framing concept to sort 
out the diverse and unruly detail of history was breathtaking.’ - 
Guardian

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1Wdt1akYG8dYIA3oVZVNbRJCs19sYJYCjS2jpGDLUm9M/edit?usp=sharing
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UK: Bloomsbury - 10th March 2016
Uk Editor: Michael Fishwick
US Rights: Bloomsbury - 3rd May 2016
US Editor: George Gibson
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - TBC
Material Available -  Unedited 
manuscript

Subagents:
Chinese - Andrew Nurnberg
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency

An enthralling biography of the Duke of Monmouth, one 
of the most charismatic figures in English history

During his youth, the Duke of Monmouth was the sensation of 
the most licentious and libertine court in Europe. Adored by 
his royal father, Charles II, and drenched in honours, he was 
the greatest rake and reprobate of the age. Yet by the age 
of thirty-six, he had become a serious political reformer and 
was leading an army into battle against his uncle, James II, in a 
courageous and ill-fated bid for the throne.

Anna Keay charts Monmouth’s fascinating journey from court 
fop to royal rebel – a story of fathers and sons, of the conflict 
between love and duty, indulgence and honour. Born as the 
English republic came into being, Monmouth died trying to 
lead his own revolution and, in so doing, changed the course 
of English history.

Born in the West Highlands of Scotland, Anna Keay read history 
at Magdalen College, Oxford and gained a PhD from the 
University of London. Anna has worked as a curator for Historic 
Royal Palaces as Properties Presentation Director for English 
Heritage, and she is now Director of the Landmark Trust. Her 
books include The Magnificent Monarch: Charles II and the 
Ceremonies of Power and The Crown Jewels: The Official 
Illustrated History.

Anna Keay

Memoirs, Biography & Letters

The Last Royal Rebel



Novelist and short story writer Jean McNeil spent a year as 
writer in residence with the British Antarctic Survey, and four 
months on the world’s most enigmatic continent — Antarctica. 
Access to the Antarctic remains largely reserved for scientists, 
and it is protected and governed by international treaty. 

Ice Diaries is the story of McNeil’s years spent in ice, not only 
in the Antarctic but her subsequent travels in Greenland, 
Iceland and Svalbard, culminating in a strange event in 
Cape Town, South Africa, where she journeyed to make 
what was to be her final trip to the southernmost continent. 

In the spirit of the diaries of Antarctic explorers Robert Falcon 
Scott and Ernest Shackleton, McNeil mixes travelogue, popular 
science and memoir to examine the history of our fascination 
with ice. In entering this world, McNeil unexpectedly finds herself 
confronting her own upbringing in the Maritimes, the lifelong 
effects of growing up in a cold place and how the climates 
of childhood frame our emotional thermodynamics for life. Ice 
Diaries is a haunting story of the relationship between beauty 
and terror, loss and abandonment, transformation and triumph. 

Jean McNeil is the author of ten books including four novels and 
a collection of short fiction. Her work has been shortlisted for the 
Governor General’s Award for Fiction, the Journey Prize, and she 
has won the Prism International prize for short fiction and narrative 
non-fiction. She is the co-director of the Masters in Prose Fiction 
at the University of East Anglia and lives in London, England.

Jean McNeil

Ice Diaries

Memoirs, Biography & Letters

What do we stand to lose in a world without ice?

Canada (English and French volume 
in North America): ECW Press - 15th 
March 2016
UK Rights: DHA (VB) - On submission
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: DHA (NL)

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available -  Edited 
manuscript

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Engiish Agency Japan
Russian - Van Lear Agency
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‘I grew up on the world’s largest island.’ 

This apparently simple fact is the starting point for Tim Winton’s 
beautiful, evocative and sometimes provocative memoir of 
how this unique landscape has shaped him and his writing. 

For over thirty years, Winton has written novels in which the 
natural world is as much a living presence as any character. 
What is true of his work is also true of his life: from boyhood, his 
relationship with the world around him – rockpools, seacaves, 
scrub and swamp - was as vital as any other connection. 
Camping in hidden inlets of the south-east, walking in the high 
rocky desert fringe, diving at Ningaloo Reef, bobbing in the sea 
between sets, Winton has felt the environment seep into him, 
with its rhythms, its dangers, its strange sustenance, and learned 
to see landscape as a living process. 

Island Home is the story of how that relationship with the 
Australian landscape came to be, and how it has determined 
his ideas, his writing and his life.  It is also a passionate exhortation 
for all of us to feel the ground beneath our feet. Much more 
powerfully than a political idea, or an economy, Australia is a 
physical entity. Where we are defines who we are, in ways we 
too often forget, to our detriment and the country’s. 

Tim Winton is the pre-eminent Australian novelist of his generation.
His literary reputation was established early when his first novel, 
An Open Air Swimmer, won the 1981 Australian/Vogel Award. 
Cloudstreet has been named the most popular Australian novel 
by readers as diverse as buyers at the chainstore Dymocks and 
the Australian Society of Authors. Dirt Music was shortlisted for 
the 2002 Booker Prize and won the 2002 Miles Franklin Award, 
the West Australian Fiction Award and the Christina Stead 
Award for Fiction. 

Praise for Tim Winton:

‘Eyrie is a work of toughened wisdom. Many of the sentences in 
it are like bits of broken glass. They are so sharp you could cut 
yourself on them . . . It is rich in compassion and affectionate 
towards the unlovely . . . a novel for which our culture has been 
in urgent need.’ - The Age (on Eyrie)

‘Winton is in absolute command of his story. The pace and 
tension is unremitting, the language unfussy while retaining 
Winton’s trademark lyricism.’ - Guardian (on Eyrie)

Tim Winton

Island Home
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A landscape memoir

UK: Picador - May 2016
UK Editor: Kate Harvey
AUS: Penguin (Hamish Hamilton) - 
15th October 2015
US Rights: Jenny Darling & Associates
Translation Rights: DHA
Film/TV Rights: Jenny Darling & 
Associates

Additional Info:
Extent - TBC
Illustrations - NO
Material Available - Final Files

All Titles and Previous Publishers

Subagents:
Chinese - Bardon Chinese Media
Japanese - Tuttle-Mori
Russian - Van Lear Agency
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2015 Highlights

Picador, UK: 21st May
Ecco, US: 7th April

Sold into 12 languages

Allen Lane, UK: 1st March
Paperback

Blackwell’s Book of the Year

The Friday Project, UK:  
18th June

Quercus, UK: 4th June
Winner of Bloody Scotland Crime 

Book of the Year 2015

Michael Joseph, UK: 2nd July
Penguin Putnam, US:  

Spring 2016
Sold into 11 languages

Pan Macmillan, UK: 
 13th August

Transworld, UK: 15th January 
Riverhead, US: 13th January

Sold into 45 languages

Abacus, UK  : 4th June
Winner of Charleston - Chichester 
Award for Lifetime’s Excellence in 

Short Fiction
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2015/2016 Reissues

The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie by 
Muriel Spark

New eBook editions by Canongate, 
6th August 2015

The Plague Dogs by Richard Adams 
Reissued by Oneworld, 

3rd September 2015

Kung Fu High School by Ryan Gattis. 
Reissued as Kung Fu by Picador, 

January 2016

Ernest Hemingway by Anthony 
Burgess. Reissued by IB Taurus,

 30th August 2015

Tales from Watership Down by 
Richard Adams. Reissued by 
Oneworld, 1st October 2015

The Goshawk by TH White. Reissued 
by W&N with intro from Helen 

Macdonald, 24th September 2015
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Bulgaria: Nika Literary Agency

China: Andrew Nurnberg Associates / Bardon Chinese Media Agency

Czech and Slovak: Kristin Olson Literarni Agentura

Hungary: Katai & Bolza

Indonesia: Maxima Creative Agency

Italy: The Italian Literary Agency

Japan: English Agency Japan / Tuttle-Mori 

Korea: Eric Yang Agency

Poland: Anna Jarota Agency 

Romania: Simona Kessler Agency 

Russia:  Van Lear Agency

Serbia: Plima Literary Agency

Thailand: The Silkroad Agency

Turkey: Akcali Copyright
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